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Counter Top Electric Salamander is the latest electric heating product
developed by our factory. The whole structure is safe, reasonable, easy
to operate, small in size and beautiful in appearance. In order to make
full use of this product and reduce unnecessary loss and damage, please
read this instruction carefully before use.
一、Purpose
1.This product treats all fresh and frozen bread and flour products in the
sun.
2.All fresh and frozen meat products are baked.
二、Product Mix

盛物架-----shelf
盛物盆-----Pot of things 胶脚-----Rubber feet
比例器-----Proportional device
电源线------Power cord
工作指示灯-----Work light
发热管-----Heating tube

三、Basic Parameter
Name
Model

Counter Top Electric Salamander
FSESD-0603

Voltage
Power
Temperature
range
Dimension
（mm）

FSESD-0604

FSESD-0805

220-240V～/50Hz
2 kW

3.6 kW

2.2 kW

50℃~250℃
570*310 *310

580*390*390

800*450*470

四、1.FSESD-0603、FSESD-0604Circuit Diagram

EH------Electrothermal tube
HL-----Indicator light

S-----Energy regulator(Proportional device)

2.FSESD-0805Circuit Diagram

KM------Relay

EH------Electrothermal tube

HL-----Indicator light

S-----Energy regulator(Proportional device)

五、Operation Instructions
1.Turn on the power, the green indicator light, clockwise rotation of the
proportional device (rotation angle is greater, the furnace temperature is
higher).The heating indicator light, the electric heating tube to work,

when the temperature rise to the required temperature, the proportion
of the device will automatically cut off the power supply, and the heating
indication lamp, electric heating tube stops working, when the furnace
temperature is decreased, and the proportion of auto power on heating,
this repeated cycle, to ensure that the temperature in the range of set
value constant.
2.As shown, turn the knob to the A position, and the electric heating
tube is continuously heated.

关闭状态-----Closing state

加热状态-----Heating state

3.This device is provided with a containing frame and a tray two
attachments, when in use, according to the food to adjust the size of the
containing frame and plate position, it will produce a satisfactory food.
六、Installation Notes
1.The furnace should be placed in a smooth place, left and right side of
the non combustible items above 10CM, desktop use should be non
flammable (such as brick wall) 20CM above.
2.The power supply voltage must be in line with the power supply
voltage of the nameplate.

3.The user shall install suitable power switches, fuses and electric
leakage protectors near the equipment. No sundries can be piled in front
of the switch, so it is easy to operate.
4.The equipotential connection terminals of the equipment are located
behind the furnace, and the ground shall be grounded according to the
standard requirements to ensure the safety and reliable connection.
5.The ground wire (Huang Lvxian) of the equipment is connected with
the power supply, and the ground wire is reliably connected with the
copper bolt which is in accordance with the safety performance of the
earth wire.
6.Before starting, check all the electrical components of the whole
machine and make sure the earthing is reliable.
七、General Troubleshooting
Problem
1.When the power is on,
the indicator light does
not turn on
2.Green indicator light
does not go out,
furnace temperature
rise shall not be
controlled
3.The light is not normal
and
the
furnace
temperature is normal

Reason

Solution

1.Power switch fuse fuse
1.Replace the fuse
2.Bad contact of power line 2.Fasten the power cord

1.proportioner damage

1.Replacement
proportioner

1.Poor contact of the 1.Fastening connection
indicator light
2.Replace the indicator
2.Indicator burned out
light

The above failure items are for reference only. If any faults occur, they
shall be stopped immediately and shall be notified to the technical
personnel for inspection and maintenance as soon as possible!

八、Transportation and storage
During the course of transportation, severe shock and collision should be
avoided. When not in use for a long time, it should be stored in a well
ventilated, air dry and non corrosive gas warehouse. Rainproof and
corrosion prevention measures should be adopted for temporary
storage.
九、Cleaning and maintenance
1.In cleaning and maintenance, the power shall be cut off before the
furnace is cooled.
2.After the daily work, the wet towel with no corrosive detergent can be
used to clean the surface of the furnace body and the outlet line of the
power supply. Water is not allowed to be washed directly so as not to
damage the electrical performance.
3.Regularly (every week) to clean the furnace, the containing frame and
plate removed from inside the chamber and bore cleaning, application of
dry cloth to wipe dry, clean and dry wet cloth, it is strictly prohibited to
wash.
Random Enclosure:
A copy of the instruction manual
A shelf
A basin

！ Warning
△
The product must be safely earthed before use!
In the working process of this machine, it is strictly forbidden to touch
the outer shell to prevent scald!
Clean the furnace body and the surface of the furnace directly when
cleaning!
This machine shell must be earthed to ensure safety. Thank you for your
cooperation!

